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Abstract
Objective: this paper focused on: (i) developing a
deterioration model based on support vector
machines (SVM) from its regression approach to
separate the prediction of the structural condition
of sewer pipes from a classification by grades and
predict the scores obtained by failures found in
CCTV inspections; and (ii) comparing the
prediction results of the proposed model with the
ones obtained by a deterioration model based on
SVM classification tasks to explore the advantages
and disadvantages of their predictions from
different perspectives. Materials and methods: The
sewer network of Bogota was the case study for this
work in which a dataset consisting of the
characteristics of 5031 pipes inspected by CCTV
(obtained by GIS) was considered, as well as
information on external variables (e.g., age,
sewerage, and road type). Probability density
functions (PDF) were used to convert the scores
given by failures found in CCTV into structural
grades. In addition, three techniques were used to
evaluate the predictions from different
perspectives: positive likelihood rate (PLR),
performance curve and deviation analysis. Results:
it was found that: (i) SVM-based deterioration
model used from its regression approach is suitable
to predict critical structural conditions of
uninspected sewer pipes because this model
showed a PLR value around 6.8 (the highest value
among the predictions of all structural conditions
for both models) and 74 % of successful
predictions for the first 100 pipes with the highest
probability of being in critical conditions; and (ii)
SVM-based deterioration model used from its
classification approach is suitable to predict other
structural conditions because this model showed
homogeneous PLR values for the prediction of all
structural conditions (PLR values between 1.67 and
3.88) and deviation analysis results for all
structural conditions are lower than the ones for the
SVM-based model from its regression approach.

Resumen
Objetivo: este artículo se centra en: (i) desarrollar un
modelo de deterioro basado en máquinas de soporte
vectorial (SVM) a partir de su enfoque regresivo para
desligar la predicción de la condición estructural del
alcantarillado de los grados de clasificación y predecir
los puntajes dados por las fallas encontradas en las
inspecciones CCTV; y (ii) comparar los resultados de
predicción del modelo propuesto con aquellos
resultados obtenidos de un modelo basado en SVM a
partir de su enfoque de clasificación con el fin de
explorar las ventajas y desventajas en sus
predicciones bajo diferentes perspectivas. Materiales
y métodos: el caso de estudio considerado fue la red
de alcantarillado de Bogotá, el cual contaba con 5031
tuberías inspeccionadas, información de las
características físicas de las tuberías e información de
factores externos (p. e., edad, tipo de afluente y tipo
de vía). Las funciones de densidad de probabilidad
(FDP) se utilizaron para convertir los puntajes de las
fallas encontradas en las inspecciones de CCTV en
grados estructurales. Además, se utilizaron tres
técnicas para evaluar las predicciones mediante
diferentes perspectivas: tasas de verosimilitud
positiva (TPR), curvas de rendimiento y análisis de
desviación. Resultados: se encuentra que: (i) el
modelo de deterioro basado en SVM a partir de su
enfoque de regresión es apropiado para predecir
condiciones estructurales críticas, ya que este modelo
muestra valores de TPR alrededor de 6.8 (el valor más
alto entre la predicción de todas las condiciones
estructurales en ambos modelos) y 74 % de
predicciones exitosas en las primeras 100 tuberías con
más altas probabilidades de estar en condición crítica;
y (ii) el modelo de deterioro basado en SVM a partir
de su enfoque de clasificación es apropiado para
predecir las otras condiciones estructurales, ya que
este modelo muestra valores de PLR homogéneos
para la predicción de todas las condiciones
estructurales (entre 1.67 y 3.88) y las desviaciones
entre lo observado y lo predicho son menores que
aquellos resultados obtenidos del modelo SVM a
partir de su enfoque de regresión.

Palabras clave: gestión de activos del
Keywords: Sewer asset management, structural
condition, classification and regression models,
support vector machines (SVM).

alcantarillado, condición estructural, modelos de
clasificación y regresión, máquinas de soporte
vectorial (SVM).
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Main Contributions
•

•

•
•

This work proposes a deterioration model based on SVM regression tasks to predict
the structural condition of sewer assets. This model separates the structural prediction
of sewer assets because it does not take into account the group of grades in the
prediction. This method is developed on detail according to the scores of the sewer
assets and the probability of belonging to a specific grade by using probability density
functions.
This paper compares two types of models based on SVM guided by two approaches
(classification and regression), which made possible to explore the advantages and
disadvantages of each model regarding to the management objectives of sewer asset
management.
The paper proposes an evaluation of model performance by means of two aims in
order to fulfil two management objectives in sewer asset management
Both deterioration models were applied to the case of Bogota with the purpose of
supporting the decision-making process in sewer asset management

Introduction
Urban drainage systems present alarming rates of aging and deterioration in both developed
and developing countries [1], [2]. Currently, urban water system stakeholders are facing
important challenges to achieve a rational, efficient, effective, and sustainable management
and maintenance of this infrastructure while simultaneously considering the diversity of
actors and constraints, such as budget limitations, environmental regulations, or urban water
infrastructure benefits involved [3]–[6]. Deterioration models have been developed to
support decision-making processes in sewer asset management. Statistical (i.e., logistic
regression, survival models, Markov chain) [7], [4], [8] and machine learning (i.e., random
forest, artificial neuronal networks, support vector machines) [9]–[12] methods have been
the base for the development of these models. Particularly, some studies have shown that
SVM are an effective method to carry out classification and regression tasks for prediction
issues [13], [14]. In fact, deterioration models based on SVM have had successful predictions
for case studies with low frequency of inspections [12], [15] using its classification task.
Usually, SVM uses its classification approach in predicting the structural condition of sewer
assets because most of the assessment standards classify the structural condition in a
categorical variable (grade) [16]. For the case of Bogota, the mean annual inspection rate is
less than 2 % [17] and the assessment standard used for qualifying the structural condition of
the sewer system of Bogota rates the structural condition in two types of variables: numerical
(scores) and categorical (grades) [18]. The deterioration models developed and applied in
other studies usually are based on classification methods because of the classification in
grades of structural condition [7], [4], [8]–[12], [15]. As the case of Bogota has a second rate,
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as a numerical variable (scores), it sparks our interest to develop a deterioration model based
on a regression approach using the scores, separating the aggrupation of structural condition
from grades that could increase uncertainty in the prediction. Since deterioration models
based on SVM have two prediction tasks and have had successful predictions with its
classification task for case studies with low inspection rates, the authors propose a
methodology based on the SVM’s regression task to predict the structural condition of the
sewer assets. The idea is exploring the advantages and disadvantages that an SVM model
based on its regression (SVM_R) approach could have compared to an SVM model based on
its classification approach (SVM_CL) to predict the structural condition of the sewer pipes.
The evaluation of these predictions is based on two objectives: (i) Success in the prediction
of all structural conditions for the management objectives at the network level (investment
plans), and (ii) successful prediction in the critical conditions for the management objectives
at the pipe level (rehabilitation plans). Therefore, this work suggests (i) a methodology,
applying SVM from its regression approach (SVM_R) to predict the structural condition of
the uninspected pipes of the sewer system of Bogota and (ii) a comparison between the
prediction results of the SVM_R methodology and the prediction results using classification
with SVM (SVM_CL) for the same case study.

Materials and Methods
Case Study: Sewer System of Bogota
After data clean-up, the database of CCTV inspections performed in the sewer system of
Bogota contains 5076 consistent inspections (representing 245 km) linked to 5031 sewer
pipes during 2007 and 2011 (figure 1). The structural condition of the inspected pipes was
evaluated using the local sewer assessment standard NS-058 [18]: To qualify the structural
condition of each pipe scores are given to each structural failure found in a pipe and
subsequently added up. These scores are ranked in 5 grades, from 1 to 5, 5 being the critical
condition (total score ≥ 165 points). The original grades 3 and 4 were grouped in one because
the number of pipes in these grades was 4 % and 13 %, respectively. Therefore, in this
research, the structural condition was assumed to be one of four conditions (conditions 1 to
4).
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Figure 1. Sewer system of Bogota

Source: Own source.

Support Vector Machines (SVM)
SVM is based on a supervised statistical learning method within the Kernel family of
methods. This family consists of a class of algorithms for pattern analysis that finds and
analyses general types of relations (e.g., clusters, ranges, principal component correlations,
and classifications) in databases [19]. SVM is used to solve nonlinear classification problems
using pattern recognition and function estimation. The principal problem addressed using
SVM is the fit of a function describing a relation between an object X and a response Y.
Initially, SVM was used for two-category classifications, where Y is the categorical vector;
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however, there is an extension of the methodology that offers the possibility of regressions.
SVM allows for classifications and regressions with parametric and nonparametric data [20].
The Kernlab library [21] was used with R software [22] to implement SVM in this research.
Kernlab library proposes the kernel functions most typically used with SVM: Gaussian radial
basis-RBF, Linear, Polynomial, Hyperbolic Tangent, Laplace, Bessel, and Anova [23]. After
exploring these seven kernel functions (in both SVM approaches), Laplace Kernel function
was chosen because of its better prediction of the structural conditions of the uninspected
sewer pipes for both cases.

SVM Regression Approach Methodology
In order to apply the SVM regression approach, two thirds of the data were chosen randomly
for calibration, and the rest was used for validation. The object X of the regression model
contains the available variables that could influence the deterioration of sewer pipes [24]–
[26], while the structural scores denoted its response Y. Therefore, the prediction results are
represented by predicted structural scores.
For this case study, the variables included in the matrix of the object X in both SVM
approaches were some sewer characteristics such as material (concrete, clay, and others),
depth, length, slope, diameter, age, sewerage type (combined, wastewater, and stormwater),
and road type (primary, intermediate, local, rural, and extension of a road). These variables
were chosen according to previous studies where potential factors that could influence the
structural condition of sewer pipes in the city of Bogota were identified [27]–[29].
Thanks to the fact that the structural condition of the sewer pipes in Bogota is assessed by
both scores and grades [18], it is possible to observe two phenomena: Firstly, the mapping of
score ranges to grades is not homogeneous (scores from 0 to 9 are mapped to grade 1, scores
from 10 to 39 to grade 2, scores from 40 to 79 to grade 3, and so on); secondly, scores do not
represent the same condition reliably despite being classified in the same particular condition.
For example, for two pipes graded in excellent condition (grade 1) with a score of zero (0)
for the first and ten (10) for the second one, it does not mean that both are at the same level
of optimum condition, but it means that the first one does not have any structural failure and
the second one has some superficial structural failures. For this reason, this methodology
proposes to convert structural scores in probabilities using probability density functions
(PDF). A PDF was assigned to each grade in order to describe the probability of being in this
condition (figure 2, left): (i) for condition 1 (0 < score < 10), a negative exponential
distribution was assigned, because the lower the structural score, the higher the probability
of being in excellent condition; (ii) for both conditions 2 (10 < score < 40) and 3 (40 < score
< 165), symmetric normal or Gaussian distributions were assigned, because the probability
of being in these conditions is higher at the midpoints (25 and 102.5 respectively) for these
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ranks; (iii) for condition 4, a positive exponential distribution was assigned, because the
higher the structural score is, the greater is the probability to be in critical condition. Then,
the scores were normalized according to their grades or conditions (figure 2, right).
Figure 2. PDFs proposed for different structural conditions (SVM_R prediction)

Source: Own source.

Comparison between Regression and Classification SVM Prediction Results
The classification approach of SVM (SVM_CL) was applied using the same data for
calibration and validation as for SVM_R. Also, SVM_CL used the same available variables
that were contained in object X for SVM_R. However, the response Y was denoted by the
structural conditions. In order to compare the prediction results of SVM_CL with those of
SVM_R, the predicted grades or conditions (categorical variables) were converted to
probabilities of being in a particular condition using dummy variables. If a pipe was predicted
to be in critical condition, the probability of being in that condition would be 1, and the
probabilities of being in other conditions would be 0.
Three techniques were used to analyze the prediction results from both SVM approaches: (i)
ROC space [30]; (ii) Performance Curve [31]; (iii) deviation analysis [32]. The first one
measures the True Positive Rate (TPR) versus False Positive Rate (FPR) of the predictions
of the structural conditions. From these, the PLR (Positive Likelihood Ratio) is calculated,
which quantifies how likely it is to have a positive prediction than a negative one (TPR/FPR).
The second one identifies what percentage of pipes predicted in critical conditions was
actually found to be in that condition (the percentage of the first pipes have the highest
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probability of being in it). The last one analyses the deviation between the percentage of
observed and predicted pipes of the four structural condition for each age period.

Results
Tables 1 and 2 show the confusion matrices of the structural prediction in the validation data
for SVM_R and SVM_CL approaches.
Table 1. Confusion matrix, SVM_R predictions

Observed
Predicted
C1
C2
C3
C4

C1

C2

C3

C4

0
494
125
14

0
141
131
19

0
78
179
46

0
42
168
148

Source: Own source.
Table 2. Confusion matrix, SVM_CL predictions

Observed
Predicted
C1
C2
C3
C4

C1

C2

C3

C4

565
20
28
44

154
30
45
51

128
12
45
113

74
7
39
230

Source: Own source.

As shown in the tables above, the SVM_R approach (table 1) does not predict pipes in
excellent condition (C1); it tends to predict pipes in a worse structural condition (C2 and C3).
However, it does not predict many pipes in critical condition. The underestimation happens
up to C2 and C3 conditions; SVM does not predict many pipes in critical condition (C4). On
the other hand, SVM_CL (table 2) tends to predict most pipes in excellent (C1) and critical
conditions (C4).
According to the ROC space analysis (table 3), it was found in general terms that: (i) both
SVM cases have PLR values (except C1 in SVM_R) higher than one. This means that both
methods have better predictions than a random one (True Positive Rate TPR ≥ False positive
Rate FPR), and (ii) the highest PLR value among the conditions is in the critical structural
condition (C4) for both cases (being SVM_R the highest). Nevertheless, SVM_CL shows
higher PLR values than SVM_R for non-critical structural conditions (C1, C2, and C3). This
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means that SVM_CL gives more suitable predictions for the first three structural conditions
whereas SVM_R is suitable for the critical condition. When these results (table 3) are
compared to the confusion matrices (tables 1 and 2), it is important to highlight that even
SVM_R predicted fewer pipes in critical condition than SVM_CL; the SVM_R predictions
are more reliable than SVM_CL for those pipes predicted in critical conditions.

Table 3. ROC space results of SVM_CL and SVM_R approaches

C1
C2
C3
C4

TPR
0.00
0.48
0.59
0.41

SVM_R
FPR
0.00
0.47
0.33
0.06

PLR
NA
1.02
1.79
6.83

TPR
0.86
0.11
0.15
0.66

SVM_CL
FPR
0.38
0.03
0.09
0.17

PLR
2.26
3.67
1.67
3.88

Source: Own source.

The performance curves, presented in figure 3, show that (i) SVM_R (figure 3, left) indicates
a high percentage of success for pipes with high probability to be in critical condition (first
percentages on the x-axis); likewise, it is possible to observe that the percentage of success
decreases when the probability to be in critical condition also decreases; (ii) SVM_CL (figure
3, right) shows two peaks of percentages of successful predictions located at 7 % and 22 %
of the pipes with high probabilities to be in critical condition. This means that the pipes with
a high probability to be in critical condition are not the ones with a high percent of success
prediction.
The bar plots on the right side of each performance curve show a sample of the successful
percentage for the first 100 pipes with high probabilities to be in critical condition (around
10 % of the validation data). The SVM_R bar plot indicates that 74 % of pipes were correctly
predicted to be in critical condition for the first 100 pipes with probability to be in that
condition, while (ii) SVM_CL correctly predicted 56 %. It means that, although both methods
show better predictions than random, SVM_R is more suitable to estimate and identify pipes
in critical structural condition. Thanks to this analysis, the utility stakeholders of Bogota
could use predictions of the SVM_R model to design decision-making plans focusing on
prioritizing the rehabilitation of the pipes in the most critical condition, taking into account
the budget available for this activity. The model gives a success percentage of identifying
pipes in critical condition according to the number (or percentage) of pipes that the utility
stakeholders would be able to rehabilitate according to the assigned budget.
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Figure 3. Performance curves obtained for a sample of 100 pipes of SVM_R (left) and SVM_CL (right) prediction
results

Source: Own source.

Figure 4 shows the condition distributions with respect to the age of the pipes (periods of 10
years) comparing the observed and predicted databases (bar plots on the top and in the middle
respectively, figure 3), as well as the deviation between these two databases (boxplots on the
bottom) for both approaches (SVM_R on the left, SVM_CL on the right). Regarding the
analysis of SVM_R, it can be noticed that this approach tends to underestimate the structural
conditions, in particular, pipes with excellent structural conditions (green strips, left) are
predicted in acceptable and worse conditions (C2 and C3, yellow and orange strips, left),
while SVM_CL has an almost dichotomous prediction because it tends to predict the pipes
either in excellent or critical conditions reducing the prediction of medium conditions
(acceptable and worse conditions, yellow and orange strips respectively, right figures). These
results confirm the analysis carried out for the results of the confusion matrices shown in
tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 4. Deviation analysis of SVM_R (left) and SVM_CL (right) prediction results vs inspection data results

Source: Own source.

According to the deviation figures (on the bottom of figure 4), it was found that (i) the
boxplots for SVM_R show a lower deviation (+/- 20 %) for those pipes with ages between
50 and 60 years (on the bottom figure 3, left), while the boxplots for SVM_CL show a lower
deviation (+/- 20 %) for newer pipes (< 40 years) and older pipes (70 and 80 years) (on the
bottom figure 3, right); (ii) the deviation of critical structural condition (red circles in the
deviation figures) is lower for SVM_R (+/- 10 %) in all pipes compared to SVM_CL (more
than 10 % in pipes of 50, 60 years, and 80 years).
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Conclusions
This work aimed to propose a methodology using the regression approach of the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) method in order to predict the structural condition of uninspected
sewer pipes as a tool to support sewer asset management. Likewise, the prediction results of
this methodology (SVM_R) were compared to prediction results using the classification
approach of SVM (SVM_CL).
Furthermore, these approaches were accompanied by two different ways of converting the
prediction results (scores or conditions) into probabilities of being in a particular condition.
SVM_R used probability distribution functions (PDF) and SVM_CL used dummy variables.
The integration between the SVM approaches and the converting ways indicate that (i)
SVM_R is a suitable method to predict the critical structural prediction since, according to
the performance curve analysis, the higher the probability of being in critical condition, the
higher the probability to predict this condition successfully, while this was not observed in
SVM_CL results; and (ii) SVM_CL is a suitable method for the prediction of non-critical
structural condition since it has a higher probability that these prediction results will be
correct. The SVM classification approach has higher positive likelihood ratios (between 1.7
and 3.7) than the SVM regression approach (1.8 as maximum value).
The conclusion above was confirmed by the deviation analysis, which shows that SVM_CL
has lower deviations (+/- 20 %) when it analyses the four conditions in boxplots, while
SVM_R has lower deviations (+/-10 %) only for those pipes predicted in critical conditions.
As a consequence of these results, the authors suggest that depending on the goals of the
stakeholders both SVM approaches could be used with confident results. Applied to the case
of Bogota, when the goal is to have a global overview of the structural state of the sewer
system, the classification methodology of SVM could be a useful tool; conversely, when the
goal is a high reliability in the estimation of the critical structural condition for purposes of
prioritizing the management of pipes in critical conditions, the regression SVM approach
methodology is suggested for this aim.
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